Prayer on copyright
Copyright is the exclusive right to make copies and is protected by a copyright law. In
the spirit world copyright is used very effectively by the enemy. We know that copies of
people, dead or alive, can be attached to our spirit, soul and body with the intend to do
us harm, to control us, and to ensure that the dark generational anointing we carry are
carried out for dark works and purposes. In the kingdom of darkness, we are under the
law of sin and death. This law with its covenants, agreements and contracts are binding
until they are legally annulled.
In this prayer the legality around copyright in the spirit is addressed. We cover the loop
holes of copyright which enables the kingdom of darkness to copy and paste us, and
our anointing for their purposes. Through repentance we trade all copyright rights to the
kingdom of light.

Father, I come before You in the Name of Yeshua, through the blood of the Lamb.
Father, I am here representing my humanity my seed line and blood line in all time,
space and dimension. Father, I want to bring before Your court, with limited language,
and definitely not with all the understanding needed, copyright in the spirit. I am asking
You, Yeshua, as our advocate, that where You need to elaborate in the court or rectify
something which I have said that is not 100% accurate and correct, or that You would
further explain that which needs to be cleared up because of my limitations, that You
would please go ahead and do so. Father, I am asking to be presented to this court, all
the files and documents, by all their names as they are being identified, all transfers, all
license agreements, the licenses of rights, or whatever name they go by, pertaining to
us in the spirit realm. Father, I am asking for a cancellation of all fraudulent copyright
activities in the spirit, through the blood of the Lamb as we take full responsibility for our
partaking and agreeing upon any and all such documents and actions.
Father, I declare that all that is said here is done so, under the protection of the Blood of
the Lamb, and that there will be no retaliation or reprisal of what is being said here
today. I thank You for the power of the Blood.
Father, I am aware that there is a specific time frame involved with copyright. That it
expires after a certain time and that it can then be used in the public domain, as public
use and as public opinion. So, I want to bring our whole timeline before You, putting it in
Your hands, under the Blood of the Lamb. Father, this includes all other time frames
associated with our seed- and bloodline, whether interjected, superimposed, or of
whatever nature, including all stolen and copied time, pertaining to us, before Your
court. I ask that all of these timelines will be safe and secure under Your direction and
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supervision. Father, we have done a lot of work on time, not everything possible, but we
have shown our desire to have our time cleansed, and therefore I am asking that all of
our time is being represented before You.
Father, I am bringing every contract with its fine print and addendums, before You.
Father, on earth we often don’t read the fine print, and very irresponsibly just agree to
the terms and conditions highlighted and stipulated. Forgive us our ignorance. So,
Father I am asking Your forgiveness where we have gone into contracts and
agreements, by whatever name they go by, and where there were dark assignment
loopholes that we now are legally subject to. We repent of our alignment with these dark
terms and stipulations. Father, where we are still bound to these things that we have
agreed to, we ask for a trade in the spirit, through the blood of the Lamb. We ask that
these terms and conditions will be canceled over our seed and bloodlines. I repent of
our ignorance, haste, greed and comfort that have caused us to sign these documents
and make these agreements in the spirit.
We ask that it will be noted in court today, (insert date) ………………. that by our free
will choice, we choose to be set free from the contractile agreements of all dark
copyright in all time, space and dimension – also from all files and libraries and
database systems on micro and macro level, that still binds us in any way.
Father, there are a lot of legal rights that is connected with copyright whereby the most
important is that it ‘grants the creator exclusive rights for use and distribution.’ Father,
we acknowledge before Your court today, that You, YHVH, are the Creator of the
universe and us. We acknowledge that You are our Creator, and therefore this
exclusive right belongs to You. I repent and ask Your forgiveness where this exclusive
right has been transferred, sold and or traded by any means – willingly or unwillingly –
to any other party than Your initial intent and design. I am placing these sins,
transgressions and iniquities under the blood of the Lamb, taking full responsibility for
their effect on my seed line and blood line.
And therefore Father, I am asking, and willfully choosing today, for my seed line and
blood line that the exclusive legal right will be once again limited to You. I ask Your
forgiveness where we have sub- contracted this exclusive right, where we thought we
had the right and power of attorney to transfer this right to another or sign the copyright
over to another party. We bring before You and repent of every loop hole, or shady,
unspecified fact written in these documents that gives the enemy, further legal rights
over us. We repent that these created legal rights and avenues for the perpetrators to
access us and for usurping Your design. We specifically bring the time frame of
copyright before Your courts, it says ‘exclusive rights are not absolute but are limited
with limitations and exceptions.’ Father, I come before You, repenting and
acknowledging that I did not understand this, that it is not an exclusive right, or that I did
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understand this and still agreed for some information and/or legal rights to be
transferred to the kingdom of darkness.
I am bringing all limitations and exceptions before Your court, asking that You will once
again be appointed as the executor over these contracts, agreements pertaining to my
seed line and blood line in all time, space and dimension. May these documents be
washed and marked by the blood of the Lamb.
Father, I understand that copyright only protects the ‘original expression of an idea or
created design, and not the underlining ideas’. Father, I can see how this is a huge
loophole for the enemy to use. We have all sorts of copies for e.g. soul copies within us
– which is not part of the original design and/or expression of that which You have
dreamed for us and therefore Father, this is a free for all, according to copyright law.
Father, I know that contracts may have addendums and add-ons to it, and thereby I am
asking today, in the Name of Yeshua, and through the blood of the Lamb that the
underlining ideas will be places under Your jurisdiction, wings, care and under the terms
and conditions of the original contract of which You have the exclusive rights. We ask
that all of these copies will be placed under the blood of the Lamb.
Father, I also understand that copyright is only applicable to certain forms of creative
works. Father, I am not sure what to do about that, but I want to state that all forms and
expressions and underlining ideas of Your original creative work, in me, is to be placed
under You. This is my free will choice today, overriding any other choices in all time,
space and dimension.
Father, in every copyright agreement there are rights holders, ‘who have the rights over
reproduction, control and redistribution, over the moral rights and public performance
and display.’ Father, I understand that because of the copyright infringements that
pertain to us that there are many share and rights holders that has been appointed by
the kingdom of darkness. I am asking today, in the name of Yeshua, through the blood
of the Lamb, that the only rights holders over the copyright of our humanity will be
YHVH, Yeshua and Holy Spirit.
I also ask that all other rights holders with their tasks and assignments will be declared
null and void- cancelled through the blood of the Lamb and that any rights holders apart
from You will be stripped of their rights and shares. That all the agreements pertaining
to shareholding will be annulled through the name of Yeshua and the blood of the
Lamb.
Father, where we traded and agreed to this shared right holding willingly or unwillingly,
consciously or unconsciously, we repent. Today, we cancel all such agreements in all
time, space and dimension.
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Father, I also understand that copyrights are territorial rights and that they do not extend
beyond the territory of a certain jurisdiction. My King, this again is a huge gate and/or
loophole determining that if our humanity could be transferred to another dimension,
outside of Your kingdom domain, that the enemy wants us to believe that this no longer
places us under the terms and conditions of Your jurisdiction. So, Father, I want to bring
the territorial rights before Your court, concerning our copyright in the spirit. And Father,
I invoke Your presence, your omnipresence, your omnipotence, your character that
declares that You are the One that was, that is and is to come, that You are above time
in all dimension. And I am asking that this characteristic as stated in Eph 3 that You fill
everything everywhere with Yourself will be the territory under which we fall. I also bring
to the court Ps 139 which describes that no matter where we are placed in the
dimensions that there is no hiding from your Spirit. In essence we cannot be removed
from Your jurisdiction and therefore ask that this territorial lie of us being under demonic
borders, placed in kingdom of darkness territory, will be stripped, uprooted and washed
away by the blood of the Lamb. It is written that Yeshua has overcome death and the
grave. We want to be found in You, and therefore ask that our copyright in the spirit will
be placed in Yeshua. We ask today that any other territorial jurisdiction or place that is
marked with anything apart from Your dominion will be placed under the blood of the
Lamb – being null and void.
Father, I am asking that we will be loosened from the laws of the territories that are
stipulated in these dark contracts in all time, space and the dimensions. Also bringing
these under the Blood of the Lamb decreeing that we are only governed by the laws
and contractual stipulations of Your jurisdiction and Kingdom.
Father, I am bringing the duration of these contracts to be in line with Your covenant of
eternity and that any and all other durations will be declared null and void placed under
the blood of the Lamb. Father, usually, copyright is settled in civil court, but when there
is an infringement or counterfeit activities it needs to be settled in criminal court. I am
therefore, asking You today, Father, in the name of Yeshua and through the blood of
the Lamb, that we will be presenting this case and the different facets thereof in the right
court and not in any monkey or fake court. Please help us, Righteous Judge of all ages,
on the grounds of our covenant with You, to bring this case regarding our copies and
copyrights to be aligned with the correct heavenly, Kingdom procedures.
Father, copyright does not ‘cover information, ideas or design that are different enough
so that they are no longer considered to be original copies.’ So, Father, we have copied
ourselves and have been copied because of darkness, sin, transgression, iniquity, pain,
trauma and rebellion and there are therefore parts of us that no longer look like the
original and therefore these laws of Your copyright does not apply to these parts and/or
copies of us. I am asking for Your mercy and Your grace over these copies that are no
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longer under Your protection and jurisdiction. Father, for the sake of the original
essence that is still present in these copies, I ask, in the Name of Yeshua, that You
would rescue these and place them once again under Your dominion. Father, Satan
cannot design, he can only copy, and therefore we know that Your original essence, the
essence of Your image and likeness is present in these copies. I am asking You to bring
these copies wherever they are, back under Your loving care, protected by Your blood.
Please remove the dark shadows that these were placed under and reinstate them
under the shadow of Your wings. We repent of every instance where we agreed to be
copied and willed to be copied for whatever reason. We take full responsibility but,
today, we ask to be restored, as originals under Your wings.
Father, I also bring before You the copyright of character. Lord, there are counterfeit
copies of Your character where Satan has made misinterpretations of Your image and
likeness – and these have tricked us into following after these counterfeits and has
caused us to be placed inside of these Antichrists. Please forgive us our ignorance. We
need to be removed from these false places of protection, the false tower, the false
wings, the false shadows, the false shields. Please, rescue us, my King. But, at the
same time, we have taken on counterfeit copies of Your character, manifesting the
opposite of who You are and what You intended. I bring Gen 1:26 before You that says
‘let us make man after Our image and after Our likeness.’ – we were intended to carry
and copying Your character. I stand before Your throne, repenting and taking full
responsibility as I acknowledge that my sins, transgressions and iniquity has warped
Your original imprint upon us – and therefore was replaced by a counterfeit copy.
I am bringing the counterfeits of time, place, space, dimension and identity before You. I
am bringing the counterfeit parts of myself – the fakes, the illegal copies, please forgive
us for wanting and willing and choosing these. I am asking that they will be retrieved,
that the bailiffs of Your court will help to bring the evidence against us into this court. It
is the desire of my heart to repent and to settle this matter in Your courts today. I want
to place all under the blood of the Lamb. I take full responsibility and repent.
Father, in most instances copyright registration is automatic with no need to apply
specifically for it. But, Father, I am asking You, that in all the copyright registries in all
time, space and dimension that You will scan then and command Your angels to find
the files in any and all registries, pertaining to me and my humanity. Father, specifically
those files that had improper use and unauthorized editions, including all fine print,
documentation, addendums, signatures and seals, and I am bringing these before You,
in the name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb. Father, I am asking and
petitioning Your courts today, that the copyright agreements pertaining to me, my
humanity, seed and blood lines will be in Your registries, sealed by the Blood, under
Your jurisdiction and care.
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Father, I also want to bring the matter of exclusive rights before You and what it entails.
Father, you do not make copies, each one of us is a unique manifestation and display of
Your glory. You have enabled our souls to make copies in order to deal with trauma, but
You do not copy us, or parts of us and then exploit these parts. I am bringing every
instance where others have done so no matter their nature or ranking. I am also
bringing before You every instance where parts of us were imported and exported in
time, space and dimensions or where we were loaded or imported with things that did
not form part of Your original design of us. Father, I also ask for the restoration of every
part of Your glory that was exported from us to strengthen the kingdom of darkness and
their workings. Father, everything that was added onto me, I ask, in the name of Yeshua
that this will be stripped from me and to be replaced by the fullness of Your Holy Spirit.
Father, only You, may create adaptations to the original work changing us from glory to
glory. I ask Father, in the name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb that any
other adaptations pertaining to the original design of my humanity will be stripped from
me.
Father, I agree, today that You have the exclusive rights to display Your workmanship,
me, publicly. So, Father, where copies of me, any parts of my humanity, is under display
to the kingdom of darkness, causing the hunters, mockers and dark watchmen to
victimize and hurt me, I am reporting this to Your court, saying that this is illegal. Father,
where parts of my humanity have been made subject to public display through any and
all electronic means, including, programming and mind control, I state that this is illegal.
If I have in any time in my seed and bloodline agreed to this, I repent, and by my own
free will I choose today to declare that this will stop in the name of Yeshua. I include
every instance of transmission pertaining to me and all parts of me, all of my humanity,
before You, Father. Where these exclusive rights of Yours have been infringed by other
parties. I am asking Your forgiveness and ask that all of these will be deleted and of no
effect over my humanity. I ask that any and all associated devices in and over my seed
and bloodline will be stripped and removed, in the name of Yeshua and through the
blood of the Lamb. I declare that no part of me may in any manner or form be paraded
in front of or for the kingdom of darkness’ agendas or pleasure.
Exclusive right means that only the copyright holder is free to exercise these rights and
others are prohibited from using these works without the copyright holder’s permission.
FATHER, I ask that You would once again be the legal owner of my copyright
agreements, I am asking in Your mercy and grace, and because of my covenant with
You, that my agreement will be removed from any other hand or influence of control.
Father, as back up to this request I submit all other prayers of renunciation and
repentance which I have offered in my time or of that which was spoken in my seed and
blood line.
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Father, please forgive us for transferring the permission, for overriding Your legal right,
by our choices and free will, through our sin, transgression and iniquity in all time, space
and dimension in our seed and blood lines. I am also submitting before You all demonic
and dark kingdom copies, every counterfeit of Your Kingdom, which we adhere to,
worship, to which we are hooked, to which we are loyal. Father, the tellers at a bank are
taught to feel the notes so that they have a discernment for a copy or false note, they
are trained to have a knowing for that which is real and false. Father, we have lost our
ability to discern copies from the original. We ourselves have become the copies and
therefore no longer know, what the original self, the original copyright documents and
agreements, state and feel like. I am taking full responsibility for this and I am asking in
the Name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb that You will once again
introduce us to the real. That in Your kindness and mercy will restore us to the original
and real, bearing the seal of Your approval as You say in Jer 1:5 Before I formed you in
the womb I knew [and] approved of you [as My chosen instrument], and before you
were born I separated and set you apart, consecrating you; [and] I appointed you as a
prophet to the nations. [Exod. 33:12; Isa. 49:1, 5; Rom. 8:29.]
Forgive us the other seals, markings, trade mark limited and copyright logos that we
carry in our souls, bodies and spirits. Father, we bring these under the blood of the
Lamb, declaring that we don’t want these. Please remove these from our humanity in
totality as well as from our seed and blood lines.
I am bringing all property and moral rights and infringements thereof, before You,
please forgive us, my King. Father, I know that copyright does not protect names,
pseudonyms of individuals, titles, slogans, formulas, recipes or ingredients but, Father,
God we are not only under the protection of copyright laws, but under the protection and
order of Your Kingdom, inside Yeshua, grafted in. This is my freewill choice today,
overriding any and all other choices and agreements in all time, space and dimension
over my seed and bloodline. Father, where our names or pseudonyms or titles and the
others mentioned above were used as a loophole for the kingdom of darkness to copy
any part of us, we repent and ask for a reversal of all such acts and agreements in the
name of Yeshua. Through the blood of the Lamb they are null and void.
Father, I am also asking that all distribution of additional copies of us or duplication of
us, not according to Your will, will be placed inside of Yeshua and under Your
jurisdiction. Father, I am asking Your forgiveness that Your original copyright agreement
has been destroyed by whatever means. It is our will and purpose today, on behalf of
our humanity that the original agreement will be restored.
Father, there is something like fair use in copyright. This state what the purpose and
character of use should be, what the nature of the copyrighted work is, what amount of
the work was taken and the effect of the use on the potential market and the value of
the copyrighted work. Today, I am asking that the fair use pertaining to me, will be
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placed under the blood of the Lamb as You intended it in the name of Yeshua. I am
declaring today that alternative versions of the copyrighted work are not allowed in the
name of Yeshua.
Father, in every instance where the copyright has been transferred to another party or
parties it had to be done by signing an agreement and the drafting of legal documents
that agrees to the transfer of the copyright and the payment of royalties or other
considerations. I am asking that the books will be opened over our time line, seed line
and blood line and I am declaring, today, where ever we have agreed orally or in writing
to the transfer of our copyright agreements to any other party(ies) in all time, space and
dimension and where we, or members of our families have received royalties or other
benefits from this, we repent and choose to distance us from these agreements and all
associated payments in the name of Yeshua. And today, I am asking that these will be
destroyed and annulled because we bring them under the blood of the Lamb trading
once again for Your copyrighted dominion.
Father, forgive us for the handing over of our copyrights, or the duplication of these
rights in all time, space and dimension over our seed and bloodlines. Father, as I have
said I include all transfer and license agreements in my petition today pertaining to my
humanity, seed and bloodline, including all manner and forms of agreements, orally,
verbally or behavioral, whether willingly or unwillingly.
I am bringing all of these under the blood of the Lamb. Father, I also include all
modifications to the original agreement or license or derivative works that was
generated as an extension of the original. Father, I know that once the copyright has
expired it is open to be exploited by any one and that is why I pray and ask that all will
be placed under Your jurisdiction. We align all copyright pertaining to myself, my
humanity, seed line and bloodline with eternal time – of which You are the author. So,
therefore Father this means that our copyright is not connected to earthly time or any
other time line apart from Yours. Father, I am asking that our senses will be unhooked
from all defilement, washed by the blood and hooked into Your image and likeness.
That we will look at You as in a mirror and that we will become this. Please smash and
remove all other mirrors and holograms which we are imaging in our seed and blood
lines, we repent. Forgive us for copying people, spirits and behavior including all those
other things that we do try and look and feel better. We acknowledge that this is
because of our pain, hurt and the many things that we are lacking.
Father, I am also bringing counterfeit mothering before You, with the opposites of
loving, caring and nurturing vs abandonment. I am bringing the counterfeit mothering
documents that the kingdom of darkness and its forces hold over our seed- and
bloodlines and parts of our humanity. Forgive us. Where certain changes or adaptations
have been made because of these dark agreements we ask them to be annulled in the
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name of Yeshua. We willingly renounce all other care givers, care takers in all time,
space and dimension. Father, the things which I speak of here is the repeated patterns
in our lives for e.g. aborting of dreams and plans, death as outcome to anything we
endeavor. Father, please You see the counterfeit programming, time, hope, joy, believe
systems under which we are operating – the things we live by which has become our
truths, but are in fact counterfeit truth. The counterfeit ways which has become our
paths – there are too many to mention one by one. But, today I ask that all these license
agreements and copyrights will be removed from over all that pertains to me. I
acknowledge that these has changed our DNA and has modified and restructured our
way of living. Please will You have mercy over us and introduce us to Truth. I am asking
in all time, space and dimension because of the blood of the Lamb that You would
rescue the parts of us who are stuck in these counterfeit copies and dark copyright
agreements. Your word says that You have taken us out of darkness into light. Please
take us from these places of captivity, please nurture our wounds and introduce Yeshua
as salvation to us. So therefore, I am inviting the parts, even if they can’t speak, to give
an indication of agreement to what is prayed here today. Man looks on the outside but,
God looks on the heart – so He will be able to discern even the silent agreements of the
parts. Father, I am bringing the marks of dark and counterfeit copyright on my DNA
before You, trading it through the blood of the Lamb for Your true and first issues
documents that pertain to us. Please remove the spiritual attachments from my
humanity. Please silence all sounds that is not life giving. Please, rewire and restructure
my thought processes as you remove the octopus my spiritual senses. I bring my data
bank – before You – and I am asking to be cleansed even on cellular level, including the
waters in the cells. Father, would you completely destroy these strongholds of the
enemy inside of me.
And today I come on behalf of all I represent in the spirit and sign a copyright
agreement with You, most High God. I hereby, confirm Your copyright laws and
agreements, sealed by the Blood of the Lamb.
Thank You that You have heard me today and that the correct legal documentation is
now as a banner over us in the Spirit. I bless Your Holy Name
Amen.
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